West Point Noses Out  
Engineer Soccer Team  
By Very Small Margin

In what was their final game of the season, the Technology team was ousted by the powerful West Point eleven, 1-0. The defeat was a severe blow to the prospects of the cadets.

The game was fought with enthusiasm from start to finish and it held the attention of sports enthusiasts throughout. A few times the Engineers had an opportunity to tie the score but were prevented from doing so by the fine defensive work of the cadets.

BEAVER SWIMMERS

Initial Meet of Season With
Boston College
On January 9

Facing one of the stiffest aggregations of swimmers ever assembled for an interclass swimming team meet at the Tech, the Engineers were on hand for a meet with Boston University on Saturday afternoon. The meet was cancelled when the Engineers were unable to assemble in time for the competition.

As a result, the Engineers were unable to field a team for the meet, and the meet was cancelled.

The 1932 schedule includes four oil meet dates, namely, Williams, Dartmouth, Yale and Harvard, in addition to the New England championships. The Engineers are expected to perform well at all these meets.

FROSH HAVE NINE MEETS

From the start of the season, the frosh swimmers have been in top form, and they are expected to make a fine showing in the meets.

The Engineers are expected to have an excellent team, and they are on the lookout for an outstanding performance.

The meet, which is to be held on Saturday, January 9, at 2 p.m., will be held in the Tech Pool.